
S T A R T  A  N E W  A D V E N T U R E !



I take the words

“All for one, one for all” to my heart.

Jaeshin Shim (CEO)





Todo Works creates appropriate technology to resolve 

the issues faced by people with reduced mobility. Each 

person’s need is just as important as everyone’s need. 

If there is something only one person needs, that is 

absolutely what we have to do. We continue working 

for what is needed for an individual as well as for all.

todo-works.com    todo@todo-works.com   +82(0)31-313-0351





WORLD’S EASIEST

Have freedom of mobility by mounting Todo 

Drive which is composed of Motor, Controller, 

Main Unit, and Battery. A 5mm hex key is 

only necessary tool for you to install it. Fur-

thermore, it simply transforms manual and 

power mode by pushing and pull levers.



SO
EASY

FIRST
ADVENTURE



WORLD’S LIGHTEST

Feel comfortable and convenient like a pow-

er wheelchair by adding this 5kg kit on your 

wheelchair. It can be easily loaded in small 

compact cars because the folding function of 

the existing wheelchairs is unrestricted.



JUST
5kg

SECOND
ADVENTURE



WORLD’S MOST UNIVERSAL

There are about 1,500 kinds of wheelchairs 

in the world. The universal design of Todo 

Drive is fitted to most of these wheelchairs. 

Todo Drive is simply detachable and attach-

able. No problem even if you change your 

wheelchair.



FITS
ALL

THIRD
ADVENTURE



SMART IoT READY

There have various IoT sensors in Todo Drive. 

These sensors make it easy to use additional 

functions such as remote control and per-

sonal setting via your phone. The new func-

tions of Todo App will be regularly updated in 

Appstore.



SMART
IoT

FOURTH
ADVENTURE



SIMPLY FIVE

Only 5parts needed to get you stated.



SIMPLY
FIVE

FIFTH
ADVENTURE

MOTOR*2

CONTROLLER

MAIN UNIT

CLAMP*4

BATTERY



SPECIFICATION

RANGE    7km(± 5%)*

CLIMBING CAPABILITY    Up to 6°*

SPEED    0.2~6km/h*

RECOMMENDED USER WEIGHT    Up to 90kg

OPERATION TEMPERATURE    -10℃~60℃
MOTOR RATING    2 X 180W

TYPE OF BATTERY    Lithium-ion Rechargeable Battery

BATTERY PACK    14.4V, 10Ah, 144Wh

BATTERY WEIGHT    0.99kg

MAIN UNIT WEIGHT    0.42kg

MOTOR WEIGHT    2 x 1.4kg

TOTAL WEIGHT    5kg**

BLUETOOTH SPEC    2.4GHz Bluetooth 4.0

  *May differ depending on weight, environment, usage pattern, etc.

**May change depending on the option.



SIXTH
ADVENTURE



START A NEW ADVENTURE!

Todo Drive is a power add-on for manual wheelchair 

to expand the range of mobility for wheelchair users 

by adding a simple kit to frame. 

Start a new adventure, new experience, 

new every day with Todo Drive.





todo-works.com    todo@todo-works.com   +82(0)31-313-0351


